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I. Introductory Example

Suppose the task at hand is to describe the relevant

features of a common stock. What are the facts you should know?

You could discuss the financial ratios of the company in

question: its earnings per share, ist inventory turnover, its

financial leverage and so forth. All of this data are merely

one way of getting at what is crucial for an investor, namely,

how will your wealth position be affected if you invest in

General Motors, say? Consequently, it is wise to talk about

measures of effect on relative wealth at the end of an

investment period. We will call this end-of-period wealth. The

amount of money you can invest at the beginning of the planning

period will be called beginning-of-period wealth.

The link between end-of-period wealth and initial wealth is

the rate of return. If the initial investment is W and the
o

final wealth W, then the investor's rate of return X is

y W- W.
(l) *'-jT
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As you see, this is the same expression as that used for the

present-value or future-value formulas for one time period.

(la) W = (1 + X) W future-value formulation,o

(Ib) W = (1 + X) W present-value formulation.

If end-of-period wealth is known with certainty, then so is the

prônent value of the investment and the rate of return.

However, this is seldom the case in the real world. For risky

assets often the best that can be done is to assign

probabilities to various possible outcomes. Suppose the current

price (P ) of, say. General Motors is $25 per share. Your

estimates of future share prices with

Table l: Hypothetical Prices for General Motors

Probability End-of-Period Rate of Return _
Pi Price per Share X^ p^Xi X^-X p^CX^-X)2

0.1
0.2
0.4
0.2
0.1

20.0
22.5
25.0
30.0
40.0

-0.2
-0.1
0.0
0.2
0.6

-0.02
-0.02
0.0
0.04
0.06

-0.26
-0.16
-0.06
0.14
0.54

0.00676
0.00512
0.00144
0.00392
0.02916

1.0 X=0.06 var(X)=0.0464
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corresponding probabilities are given in the first two columns

of Table 1. In column 3, the rate of return on General Motors

shares is computed according to

?• - P •
/ / N( le) X{ = p . , ( Q : ese/Mdted. term/wi price persdare)

J~ n

We will be concerned with two measures of an asset: mean and

variance. The mean or the expectation of a random variable,

denoted by a bar over the variable, is defined as

m

( 2 ) X :~ L, PC X; (m: hunter o-f d/ft/nct oLtemfroti-s) ,
i-/

In the fourth column of Table 1, each element of this sum is

calculated. The expected value of the rate of return on a

General Motors share you estimated is given in the last row. On

average, you expect the rate of return to be 6%. The second

measure is the variance of a random variable which is defined as

m
r:\2-

(3) nr(X) - Z P, (* -X)
i=/

The variance is a measure of dispersion of a distribution.

Lat.ttt on, it will be used as a measure of investment risk.
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The variance of General Motor shares is calculated in the last

two columns of Table 1. Your estimate of the variance is 4.64%.

Given the begi rming-of-period wealth, your end-of-period

wealth is determined solely by the rate of return, the latter

being a random variable. Therefore, your end-of-period wealth

is a random variable, too. If the distribution of terminal

wealth is only to be described by the mean and the variance of

the rates of return, then a probability distribution has to be

considered that can be described by these two measures. This is

the normal (or Gaussian) probability distribution. In the

sequel, it is assumed that the rates of return on all assets

are normally distributed.

2. Calculating the Mean and Variance of a Two-Asset Portfolio

Consider a portfolio of two risky assets which are both

normally distributed. How can we meanurc; the mean and variance

of a portfolio with w percent of our w«alth invested in

asset X and w percent invested in asset X ? In general.
JL £ £*

any linear combination of two risky assets is called a

portfolio if the percentages of wealth invested in these assets

add up to one, i.e.,

(4) w1 + w2 = 1.

This restriction says that you cannot buy more than you own at

the beginning of the period. The rate of return on portfolio Z

which is a (convex linear) combination of assets Xn and X_
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reads

(5) Z = w^ + W2X2.

Since the returns on assets X and X are random variables

so is the return on portfolio Z. In order to compute the mean

and variance of portfolio Z, note the following result from the

calculus of expectations.

Fact 1; If w and w are constants. X and X random
J. £» JL. £a

variables, and Z = w X + W9
X-, • then

JL -L £• £t

(i) ^ Ä H, X, + UiXi

( i i ) tor(Z)= v'-torfX,)*- tfwM+ 2v* coyfc^*).

The covariance appearing in (ii) is defined as

(6) corfa/,) :- ZL (X,-X,)(X*-i<*) />(*,,**)>
x, /4

where p(X ,X ) is the probability distribution of the joint
J- £E

occurrence of X and X . The covariance is a measure of the
X 4*
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way in which two random variables move in relation to each

other. This is illustrated in Figure 1. If the

(a) independent retisAS '.(t>) ferf&lyZcomlQtect I". "(c)'~../)erßc'tuj\_7iï#iïf&..

'_''''_.'.....'._._ ..tefow. ~_ "".""."."".."'"""..' '.""cômfàtèd. rc/vws

Figure 1: Covariance

returns on the two assets are independent, then the covariance

between them is zero. This it; shown in panel (a). If the

covariance is positive, the variables move in the same

direction. In a polar case, they are perfectly correlated,

i.e., the returns lie on a positively-sloped, straight line as

in panel (b). If the covariance in negative, the asset returns

move in opposite directions. In the other polar case, they are

perfectly inversely correlated, i.e., the returns lie on a

negatively-sloped, straight line as in panel (c). The

covariance is an extremely important concept because it is the

appropriate measure of the contribution of a single asset to

portfolio risk.
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Suppose that we found the following measures for the two

assets:

Xi = 0.1, var(Xi) = 0.0076

X2 = 0.08. var(X2) = 0.00708

COV(X1,X2) = -0.0024.

Suppose that we invest half our beginning-of-period wealth in
asset X and half in asset X . By U!

•L £•

and variance of portfolio Z becomes
asset X and half in asset X . By using fact 1. the mean

•L £•

(7a) . £ = i O.I + i 0,03 = 0.03 (J%)

(7b) tor(2) = (ff O.OOK + (i)2 O.UOloJ - 2 j{ Ô.OÔ24

- 0.00247-

The advantage of portfolio diversification becomes clear in

this example. With half our wealth invested in asset X and

half in asset X , the expected return is halfway between that
6

offered by assets X and X , but the portfolio risk is
J. ^

considerably less than either that of asset X or that of

atsset X . While we are losing with asset X , we win with

asset X . Therefore, our invcntment position is partially
£

hedged and risk is reduced.
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Of course, we may choose any combination of the two assets.

Table 2 gives the mean and standard deviation of returns for

some of the possibilities. Recall that the standard deviation

is simply the (positive) square root of the variance. Table 2

is illustrated in Figure 2.

Table 2: Mean and Standard Deviation of Rates of Return

yet
Wl

100
75
50
25

0

z

/

10 -

. . . . .a ._<3

t -

ueui, j.u A]_ fetten«, 4.11 y\2 / • — 7

( % ) w2 = l-wi ( % ) Z ( % ) 7var(Z) ( % )

0 10.0 8 .72
25 9 .5 6 .18
50 9.0 4 . 97
75 8 .5 5 . 9 6

100 8.0 8 . 4 1

*..(%)

/ JJiôd Jtltisiq
Opportunity &t -x / ^
/ / vJ/ V / ^ ~ "* ~ " ~ '

\^QK~~ [100,0]

v^9 -̂-- L7-5,2SJ . . . . . . _

C-— Fso,so3

.'"."".' 1. 1 '.TJ J\~.p^"[:[s,"7s:i ~'..'1"~.~~~~~. 7~~"_"~. I"7" ".T..""ir"" ;.''V ".'"'"'.'. I ". '."" ..".
: :.:̂ ^̂ ^̂  ^-^C^) '°°J

: ; . . . . . . . .

: , 1 , ; , ;/^^yr%; :
^ .... 7

^
Figure 2: Trade-Off between Mean and Standard Deviation.
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If we can sell an asset short without restriction, then the

dashed port.ions of the curve in Figure 2 are also feasible. To

short sell a security, an individual borrows the security from

a current owner and then immediately sells the security in the

capital market at the current price. Then at the end of the

period, the individual goes back to the capital market and

repurchases the security at the then current market price and

immediately returns the security to the lender. If the security

price fell over the period of the short sale, the individual

makes a profit; if the security price rose, he or she takes a

loss. In either case the short seller's gain or loss is always

the negative of the owner's gain or loss over this same period.

Note that the curve in Figure 2 is called the opportunity set,

from which you can select a portfolio that fits your

preferences best. This will be explained below.

3. Introducing Matrix Notation

The matrix notation proves to be very useful when dealing

with more than two assets. Throughout, all vectors will be

defined as column vectors. The following two vectors are

defined:

T
(8) w : = [Wĵ  w2].

(9) XT:= [Xx X2],

where the superscript T denotes transposition (frequently, a

prime is used to denote transposition). The vector w defines
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the vector of weights, i.e.. the fraction of

beginning-of-period wealth invested in the two assets. The

vector X denotes simply the returns on the two assets X and

X. Using (8) and (9), a portfolio Z can be written
£*

(5)' Z = W X.

Clearly, this formulation remains the same when the vectors w

and X consist of more than two elements. In order to show the

equivalence of equations (5) and (5)'. use the layout for

matrix multiplications

(id)

]NT= [v, //» "

X,

Xz

- x

to,X, + Hi%i. j = z?

Next, define the vector of ones (identity vector)

(11) e : = [1 1]

Using (11), the restriction that the weights should add up to

one can be written

T T
(4)' e w = w e = 1.
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Again, this formulation is independent of the length of the

vectors. Finally, we define the variance-covariance matrix £

as

(12) £ :.

kor(/f) tortyj/a)

CoK&/,) WrCAz)

(ymmetr/c)

By definition, the covariance between X and X is equal to
.L £

the covariance between X and X . Hence, the

variance-covariance matrix is symmetric. The interesting

feature about matrix notation is that the result of fact 1 can

be written compactly as

(i) wT x

(ii)' var(Z) = WT £ w

Again, this applies to any vector length. To see the

equivalence between (ii) and (ii)1, use the layout for matrix

multiplications:

ia Y.OU t_f or _va_r.£.Z j. :

Z-

HT -

1/arfX,) coyfajz)

tovfaji) Mr(fo)

w, W2

V

Uz

to w(X,) + fa coffaji')

V, Coi/tyjfo] T H3 farfa)

V* wtfi) * V, tti Cw(X,)h}

t W.HI coirfajk) * /// ïartti}

= /I/

Zv

Mrfc}
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Another interesting result is concerned with the covariance

between any two portfolios Z and Z. with vector of weights
« D

w and w^, respectively. Then, the covariance can be written
a b

(13) COvfa^)- tfZui = A//"Z\

In words, the covariance between two portfolios is obtained

when premultiplying the variance-covariance matrix by the
transposed vector of weights of one portfolio and

posUmultiplying it by the vector of weights of the other

portfolio, or vice versa.

4. The Minimum-Variance Opportunity Set

In the two-asset case, the construction of the opportunity

set of portfolios is a trivial matter because there is only one

parameter of choice, i.e., the proportion of wealth invested in
asset X . The fraction invested in the other asset is then

uniquely determined. In the case of many assets, however, the

opportunity set is defined as follows.

Def_initijon_of_ p_pp_or.tun.ity_ set.: The minimum-variance

opportunity set is the locus of risk and return combinations

offered by portfolios of risky assets which yield the minimum

variance for a given rate of return.
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Why this definition? Consider two portfolios Z and Z in
a O

Figure 3. Both portfolios have the same expected rate of return

K, but have different variances. Clearly, when you have the

K

tâ of efficf&tt portfolios

/ Vi^ï^ TÄ^y

opjpoffow'fy &£

^ ftorg)

Figure 3: Minimum-Variance Opportunity Set

choice between two portfolios with the same return but

different vriances, you will select the portfolio which has the

smaller variance, i.e., the portfolio with a lower risk, since

you are assumed to be risk averse.

The definition of the opportunity set leads to the following

programming model. Consider n risky assets, whose vector of

returns is denoted as X and the vector of weights as w. Let Z

be any portfolio and K the expected rate of return to be

reached by a portfolio. For a given expected rate of return K,

we search for the portfolio with least variance. Therefore, we
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minimize the variance of a portfolio by varying the vector of

weights

(i4a) min var(2)= urZv,
H

This choice, however, is subject to two constraints. First, the

sum of weights must be equal to one. This is equation (4).

(i4b) e.r N = /.

The second constraint tells us that the expected rate of return

of the minimum-variance portfolio should bo equal to the

required level K.

r
(14C) g = / V = K. .

The constraints qji be written more compactly when introducing<»
the following matrix and vector.

(15) B ; =
te*»)

er

Ar '"> 4-'-
(2X1)

1

K
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The matrix B is (2xn), the first row consists of ones, the

second row consists of the expected rates of return on the n

risky assets. The "loading" vector b is (2x1). its elements are

one and K. The programming model can now be written

(14) Min
M

HrZ u $.t, BH = b

This is the classical programming model. It is feasible if

there are more than two risky assets, since then the degree of

freedom is groater than zero, i.e., the number of instrument

variables (n) is greater than the number of constraints (2).

Introducing the (2x1) vector of Lagrange multipliers

(16) / :-
1*
A\

\*AI

the Lagrange function L can be formed as follows

(17) Z - */rZ* t )*T[b-Bn]t
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Recall the following differentation rules for matrices

(18a) l^{*r'£") = ̂ £",

Q / T*T-D \ ( YTT< }r Tzr •}*(isb) -̂ -j ) BN) - (A 0} - & 1

(18C) Jr l'?rh-zu])- I>-B» ,

)

Using (18), the first-order conditions for a minimum become

<»., £-= 2ZH-F?-0}

(19b) -^ « ^- S// -Ö ,

In order to get rid of the 2, divide (19a) by 2 and define

^ i r\j[-
(19c) /) . '= 0" ̂2 ^
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Then (19a) becomes

d9d) ZH •* BrA ,

Premultiply (19d) by the inverse of the variance-covariance

matrix to obtain

(ige) •// = E B /?.

In order to eliminate the vector of Lagrange multipliers,

premultiply (19e) by B

(i9f) B w = ££~'E>T) - b j

where (19b) has been used. Hence, the vector of Lagrange

multipliers becomes

(iw J • (BZ"£r)"t>.
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Substituting (19g) back into (19e). we finally get the vector

of weights of the minimum-variance portfolio for a given

expected return K.

T̂"7 "' D T / 2? ̂ ~1'1 Z?r)"~/ /
<20> A4* - L D (ß<6 DJ A

(M/) faw) fa*2.) (2*2) faO

In equation (20), there are two matrices to be inverted, one of

which can easily be done. Define

(2i) A" %Z"Br -
xr

r e ' A

.4-
(2x2)

e^'e

-T V»-1

X Z «

e-H"

X r 2X

Un f l . l

Ql, ^2Z

(ymwetf/c)



The inverse of A is given by
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(22a)

A'' -'
iA|

2̂. -4,z
-«», a,,

where |A| is the determinant of A

(22b) |/4 | = a., flai ~ fl.ifla, - Û,, 071 ~ (flu)*

Therefore, using the definition

-' r?r /-I(23, J2-r'BrA

the vector of weights of the minimum-variance opportunity set

becomes finally

(24) ,̂v = _Q.b
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When varying the vector b (or K respectively), all the

portfolios that lie on the minimum-variance opportunity set are

obtained; see exercise 1.

Finally, the set of efficient portfolios can be defined when

considering portfolio Z and Z in Figure 3. Both
3 C

portfolios have the same variance but different expected

returns. Clearly, any risk averse investor will prefer

portfolio Z to Z , because the former's expected return is
3 C '

greater. Therefore, the upward-sloping portion of the

opportunity set defines the set of efficient portfolios.

5. Matrix Inversion

It is a characteristic of the mean-variance framework that

most tasks lead to problems of linear algebra that can suitably

be treated with matrix notation. Very often, a matrix has to be

inverted. Although the inversion of a matrix is not a problem

any more since the introduction of computers, one should be

cautious when applying software for portfolio management

problems to personal computers if they do not use a mantissa of

more than eight digits, say. The purpose of this section is to

give you a simple numerical algorithm for the inversion of a

matrix, which can be done by using a pocket calculator. This

algorithm will be applied to exercise 1 in which the

variance-covariance matrix has to be inverted. In order to show

the sensitivity of numerical accuracy, the result of exercise 1

will be compared to that obtained from a computer calculation

which is based on 12-digit mantissas.
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The algorithm to be presented below is based on repeated

exchange steps to solve a linear equation system. Note that is

applies to any non-symmetric, square matrix. In the case of the

variance-covariance matrix, however, we know that this matrix

is symmetric and positive definite. Hence, a more suitable

algorithm may be chosen (for instance, the Cholesky

decomposition). Suppose that the following non-symmetric matrix

has to be inverted.

—
3
2

1

S

4

2

— ~"

/
6

2

First, write the matrix A as a linear equation system

X, Xi. /&

a,'
A «
A -

3
1
1

s
4

1

- !

/

6

2

or J= Ax

where y , y , y are the dependent and x , x . x
1 2 3 1 £ 3

are the independent variables. The idea of the algorithm is the

following: if we can consecutively solve for the independent

variables, i.e., by exchanging the x's for the y's, then we get

the solution x = A~ y. In order to check each of the three

exchange steps which are necessary for the inversion of matrix
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A, we add to mal.rix A a control column denoted as a, such

that all elements of each row of the extended matrix sum up to

one.

Extended matrix A:

x,

&-
6-
£ =

3

2

/

&

5"

4

2

«3 O-

/ i
*\
0 I
J~ ^

Jum

I
i

I

There are four rules to be followed for each exchange step:

1. Select an element of matrix A such that a dependent variable

can be exchanged for an independent variable. This element
is called the pivot element. It will be transformed into its
reciprocal value. For numerical reasons, choose the greatest
element in absolute value from among the feasible elements.

2. Divide the remaining elements of the pivot column by the

pivot element.

3. Divide the remaining elements of the pivot row by the

negative of the pivot element. Write this result also

beneath the matrix; this row is called the "cellar row".

4. All the remaining elements of the extended matrix are

transformed as follows: Add to an element the algebraic

product of the element located beneath it in the cellar row

and the element located beside it in the pivot column.
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Given these rules, let us do the first exchange step. Select

Extended matrix A : First step:

*, *3 r

&=
&*

$-

3

2

I

S

4

2

1

6

2
i

&

element a as the pivot element (circled figure). The first
J. ft

row ist the pivot row and the second column is the pivot

column. Their oVements' are underlined in the extended matrix.

In the right-hand side matrix, y has been exchanged for

x .As can be seen, the sum of elements in each row is equal
2

to one. The remaining steps repeat the first. They are given

below.

First step: Second step:

<5 JVM <o Jb/n
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Third step: Third step rearranged:

S" •SUM J' & &
1
i
1
1
I

!
!

j

t =

*: =

k *

Note that in the last step, there is no choice as to which

pivot element should be selected.

6. The Minimum-Variance Portfolio

Figure 3 suggests that the opportunity set is a convex curve

in the mean-risk plane. Hence, there is a portfolio with least

variance denoted as Z. in Figure 3. This minimum-variance

portfolio will be used when considering the optimal portfolio

selection. Moreover, it is the lowest point on the set of

efficient portfolios as can be seen in Figure 3. The

least-variance portfolio can be found when minimizing the

variance of a portfolio subject to the constraint that the sum

of weights is equal to unity.

(25) min
«

Wr(Z) = Hr£ti s . t , i*/re = /
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Introducing the Lagrange multiplier X , the Lagrangian reads

(26) / - hfrZw i- à* [l - Hrej

and the first-order conditions are

(2?a) — = 2 £w - )*e - 0
GH J

A
(27b) ftIT - l-»

r*-0.

*
Define X:= \ 2. then equation (27a) can be written

(270 Za = )&

Premultiply equation (27c) by the inverse of the

variance-covariance matrix

(27d) // = /I Z''C .
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To solve for the Lagrange multiplier, premultiply equation

(27d) by the transpose of the identity vector

(27e) eTH = À &TS e = /

which is equal to one by the constraint (27b). Hence, X

becomes

(27f) 1 =
I

(eZ"t

Substituting (27f) back into (27d), the vector of weights of

the minimum-variance portfolio Z. , reads
inf

(28) M _
,/// ~

/

(erZ"z)

r-,-1

L e

Note the following interesting fact: The Lagrange multiplier

X can be interpreted as the variance of the least-variance

portfolio, for

(29) wrfZ^)= tâZVw =
/

-/ \2(erre)
•rzz

(err&)
~ À
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In the two-asset case, equation (28) can be simplified when

considering the inversion of the variance-covariance matrix,

the latter being

00) £".
IZI

6« -<5̂ z

-Su. CI,
\Z\ Ä ff//CTM -fa«/ ;>#

where c. . are the elements of the variance-covariance

matrix (compare with equation 22a). Multiplications in equation

(28) yield the following result for the first weight w.

(31) V, =
G^-^2

<5, f &22 - 2 G>12

The second weight is. of course, w = 1 - w . Two polar

cases can be considered when introducing the correlation r

between asset X and X . It is defined as the covariance
' i - &

divided by the algebraic product of the standard deviations

12

(32)
<T,

r ' —fn '~
ovM, X*)_ =

[un Su]x L?» ^*J *
-l*ra<.l ,
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Using equation (32). the weight assigned to asset X can be

written as follows

(33) M =
5,2 - ru [c, &s]*-

(3,, ^<r„ - Ir.Jv,, <r22 7
A

.2 - *• 'UL^II U 22 J

The first polar case is given by perfectly correlated returns

on asset X and X (see panel (b) of Figure 1). It is easy

to show that this case holds true if the correlation is equal

to one.

becomes

on asset X and X (see panel (b) of Figure 1). It is easy

tat this <

to one. Setting r = 1 in equation (33). the first weight

(r- \'/i
l^aj

f r- \'/J ff- V/i <

P/J ~ (€*lj

>AJ. J ^.

(34) U = i à 0
I f -. IL t \ I -, < •

If the variance of asset X is greater than that of asset

X , then you would sell asset X short in order to obtain a
£• X

portfolio with least variance. Otherwise, you would sell asset

X short. However, it can be shown that the expected rate of
£t

return on the least-variance portfolio is less than or equal to

zero when the two assets are perfectly correlated. Therefore,

there is no internal solution and the minimum-variance

portfolio is given by an expected return equal to zero. In

fact, the opportunity net is a straight line connecting the two

assets as shown in Figure 4.
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opporfaifyjet -for- r„«-i

ïfiffa*-]).

ôpfvrfa/fy tâ fir -l<rn<l

OpportMify M -for /)2 = /

V 2*f. i>*-i)
•*.]ktr(z)è

Figure 4: Opportunity Set in the Two-Asset Case

The second polar case is given by perfectly inversely

correlated returns on assets X and X (see panel (c) of

Figure 1). In this case, the correlation between them turns out

to be minus one. Hence, the first weight becomes when setting

12 -1

(35) # -
tejVi

fa)* *faO'h > 0.
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Hence, you invest in both assets a positive fraction of your

wealth. You can easily compute the standard deviation of the

minimum-variance portfolio using equation (ii) of fact 1:

(36) [Mr(^f')]
!/2 - 0 ,

When the two assets are perfectly inversely correlated, the

standard deviation of the minimum-variance portfolio is equal

to zero. Again, it turns out that the opportunity set can be

described by two straight lines as shown in Figure 4.
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7. The Optimal Portfolio

Consider the problem that you have to select a portfolio

from the set of efficient portfolios as shown in Figure 3. If

you are risk averse, then your subjective risk-return trade-off

is a positively sloped curve for each level of total attainable

utility as shown in Figure 5. Along curves U. and 13 you

are indifferent between various combinations of return and

risk. Of course, a higher expected return must compensate for a

higher risk. On curve U you attain a greater total utility
. fi ' . '

than on curve U because for any given variance there is a

higher expected return found on curve U. . Thus, the optimal

2
i & .:".::...:..:"

"'" <//.

opportunity fit

7J&-&)

Figure 5: Optimal Portfolio
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portfolio is given by the condition that you attain the highest

possible indifference curve such that you can select a

portfolio from the set of efficient portfolios. This is point A

in Figure 5. where the rate of substitution of the utility

indifference curve is equal to the rate of transformation of

the opportunity set. This can be formalized as follows.

Let W be the beginning-of-period value of your wealth and

W the end-of-period value of wealth. If your vector of weights

assigned to various assets is denoted as w. then the terminal

value of wealth can be written

07) W= Nr(e + X)ff, - ( l+HrX)¥0 ) »%-/ )

where e is again the identity vector. Equation (37) tells you

that terminal wealth is equal to beginning-of-period wealth

plus the rate of return on the risky assets. Therefore, the

end-of-period value of wealth is a random variable; its

expected value (mean) and variance can be written when using

fact 1:

(38a) W = W0 + Hr XWo }

ror(W) = (MT%H) W*},/*,n I //I/ I — I i.iT / i.l
(38b)
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Consider a utility function that depends on the mean and

variance of terminal wealth only, i.e..

U- U(N. nr(W))V ** ̂  / \^/ \->- j r t .

where the signs of the first partial derivatives are assumed as
V

follows (risk aversion)

// W » „ ' W n
(4"W->eJ V'-HZw)*0-

The optimal portfolio is obtained when maximizing the utility

function (39) subject to the constraint that you cannot assign

more than your beginning-of-period value of wealth to the risky

assets in question, i.e..

(40) max U(Wj 'rar(W)) J.t:, ure = / ,
•M - ' . - . . = - • - - . ,

*
Introducing the Lagrange multiplier X , the Lagrange

function reads

(4i) i - U(W,w(W)) + )*[l- hfe] ,
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The first-order condition reads, when using (38):

«2, -̂ - UJW« + lUtWÎZH-Â'e -0..

Equation (42) can be simplified when introducing the definition

of the coefficient of risk aversion

(43) tf:~ -2 -TT- Ho ? 0 }

which is assumed to be a constant value in the sequel. The

coefficient of risk aversion is a measure of your subjective

return-risk trade-off; it is proportional to the rate of

substitution along an indifference curve as can be seen from

equation (39). If the indifference curve is very flat (see

Figure 5), you are willing to face a great deal of more risk

(variance) in compensation for a moderate increase in the

expected return, i.e., the coefficient of risk aversion tends

to be small. On the contrary, if the indifference curve is very

steep, then you are more risk averse; the coefficient of risk

aversion tends to be a great number. Substituting (43) into

(42) and using the definition for the modified Lagrange

multiplier in (44)

<44) * '- ~m
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then the first-order condition can be written

(45) X - <>( 2K -Je = 0.

Solving equation (45) for the vector of weights, using the

constraint given in equation (40), then the vector of weights

of the optimal portfolio booomes the sum of two vectors

(46) Wu = ̂ ' v-'/>' fa^li 'l i
~z r~ T^ë) CJ*** =; *"*"«

The first vector of weights, w /a, is called the
s

"speculative" portfolio and the second vector is nothing else

than the vector of weights for the minimum-variance portfolio

described in section 6. The more risk averse an investor is,

the greater the coefficient of risk aversion and the smaller

becomes the "speculative" portfolio. In the limit as the

coefficient of risk aversion goes to infinity, the investor

will select the minimum-variance portfolio, i.e., the lowest

portfolio on the set of efficient portfolios (see Figure 3).

Investors who, in equilibrium, perceive the same opportunity

set will select different portfolios if their subjective

return-risk trade-offs vary among investors. Since in

equilibrium total demand should equal total supply, equation
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(46) allows for the determination of equilibrium asset prices,

Total demand for each asset is simply the sum of individual

demands for these assets. Let I> be the (nxl) vector of demand

for the n assets, suppose that there were J investors in the

economy, and attach index j to the jth investor, then total

demand can be written

<«> V-ZHÎW; - jTff **.«*)#'.
^=/ ,/•/v

Total beginning-of-period wealth W of the economy is the sum

of individual initial wealth, i.e..

-;
V

(48) W0 = l_, K

,/=/

V

o

Using (48), write total demand as

<«•> £- *(e-$r)w.*Ht,K ,

Define the overall coefficient of risk aversion as

/ f M
<«' — "= A VT ;

^i
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then total demand becomes

-r, l l 7

(47b) Z) - / ^-Afr t fyj %
x>

which has the same form as the individual demand given in

equation (46). Denote as V the (nxl) vector of supply of all

risky assets. Of course, the sum of supplies must be equal to

the total beginning-of-period value of wealth, i.e.,

3: , -

CM.) '•% '-Y,W> - *'?:.
>/

Equilibrium on the asset markets requires that the value of

supply of each asset must be equal to total demand:

(so) V- D -•[-£*+M*J-tf9 ,
(»*/) fa/)

Equivalently, equation (50) defines the weights of the market

(equilibrium) portfolio. Since the ratio of the market value of

the supply of each asset to total wealth is the market

portfolio, we have

(soa) -— y = marktt portfolio - D •= /^ *& +#'Wj •
W0

retour? JüppLics Klarhœ rfeMa/idj
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Finally, the equilibrium asset prices for given expectations

and asset supplies can be derived from equation (50), upon

substituting equation (46) into it:

^y"y]— \t Zj A; r-7 / / 7r(51) * - -7—̂ rr e - <** A \!îr- NM
(er£ c)

The equilibrium asset prices (X) depend on the relative asset

supplies (V/W ), the variance-covariance matrix (E). the

aggregate coefficient of risk aversion (a ), and the
o

minimum-variance portfolio (w. ). Equation (51) is sometimes

used in the recent literature on exchange rates where the risky

assets are denominated in different currencies.

8. The Minimum-Variance Zero-Beta Portfolio

The minimum-variance zero-beta portfolio to be used in

exorcises 4 and 8 is defined as that portfolio which has least

variance and is uncorrelated with a specific efficient

portfolio. It is called a zero-beta portfolio because no

correlation with a specific portfolio implies that it has zero

risk measure denoted as beta in the Capital Asset Pricing

Model. Let Ẑ  be the zero-beta portfolio and Z the market

portfolio

(52a
) ^ - & *

(52b) ?H " rf X
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then the zero-beta portfolio with regard to the market

portfolio is defined by the following programming model:

(53) min wr (2*.)= MfZ'fy
i«l

subject to

(53a) COI^(^^H) = ̂ /Z% - Û (to tarfMM);

(53b) eTN& - / ,

Defining

(54) C ::

(2xt>)

' «'Z. '
&r

;

*nC ;=

^ (2,1}

0

1
\*, - ^ •"^/;

^:.
#

then the zero-beta portfolio can be derived in the same way as

for the opportunity set. The result is

- rc cs-'o c(55) Wft

(nxi) (/>//}) fa2.) '"'(2*2.) " (2)d)
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The computation can be simplified by introducing matrix A

A*: = CZ"C =

—

<zx

6fy - /

i

i Nje = /
i_
i
' i- *r>~'i eT2 e.
i

1

—

*; i

i <&

A" - a* a» - I

(/'
i
/F «;j
</nr /K-lJl* =- ̂ JCM' .

* *
Using the inverse of A and the definition for Q ,

equation (55) can be written as follows:

(56) M = H*C

Note that the minimum-variance zero-beta portfolio can be

defined with regard to any efficient portfolio whose vector of

weights is w , say. Then replace w by w in the above
6 M 6

formula.
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9. The Set ofEfficient Portfolios with One Risk-Free Asset

The assumption that there exists a risk-free asset is the

same as saying that there are borrowing or lending

opportunities. In other words, there exists a capital market.

The interesting point about the risk-free asset is the fact

that matters become much simpler than in the case of pure risky

assets. This will now be shown. Let R be the rate of return of

the risk-free asset and X. as before, the (nxl) vector of risky

assets. Then, a portfolio Z can be written as follows

n

(57) 2 -R+Z % (XL~R}~ (l-»re)/?+. HrX
i-=l

where w denotes, as before, the (nxl) vector of weights

allocated to the risky assets. Using fact 1. the expected

return and variance of portfolio Z becomes

(58a) I' (I-**) R ̂r/;

(58b) tör(2?)~ NT'ZH ,

Since the risk-free rate is not a random variable, it does not

add to the risk of a portfolio. The efficient set is defined as

follows.
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Definition (efficient set): The efficient set is the set of

mean-variance choices from the investment opportunity set where

for a given variance no other investment opportunity offers a

higher mean return.

Note that this definition is independent of whether or not

there is a risk-free asset. The reason why we did not compute

the efficient set in the absence of a riskless asset is the

fact that the appropriate programming model does not lead to a

linear equation system. Fortunately, this will become true in

the presence of a risk-free asset as you will see when solving

the following programming model which corresponds to the

definition of the efficient set:

(59) MX £ = (/- A^O ) /? + l^rjf
M

subject to

(59a) par&)~ urljh/ - cr

where a is any non-negative real number. Note that we do not

need a condition which constrains the sum of weights to be

equal to one. for this is implicitly included in the

formulation of portfolio Z. Introducing the Lagrange multiplier
*

X , the Lagrangean can be written

—• r~ "7
(60) L= (I- NTe)R t Ï/TX -, F V-HT%rt

Z— W J
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the first-order conditions of which are

(6ia, £- - -Ke. ''/'- 21*2*- 0,

<61b) -̂  = & - NT/i>M = (5.

*
Using the definition \:= 2"X. . premultiplying (61a) by the
inverse of the variance-covariance matrix and rearranging

yields the vector of weights

/ c-7 ~ / / \7 f) \
ve - yZ (X-faj,(61c) /Kfi " ̂

Substituting (6lc) into (61b). the Lagrange multiplier can be

eliminated

<sia, 5- = ̂ ̂ - JT ̂ "- ̂ jTZ"(X-fe ) ,

Solving for \ and substituting back into (61c). the vector of
weights for the efficient portfolio becomes

/•«***

"7 / ^ r-r-'/l/ /?
(62) //e = // 2/ //f-AC

(x-ti.)T2"(x-fa)
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When varying the constant a. all efficient portfolios can be

generated. The interesting feature about the risk-free asset

can be seen when writing the efficient portfolio as

(63) Ze = f/-*
re) R + tiX .

The first term is the proportion of beginning-of-period wealth

invested in the risk-free asset and the second term represents

that proportion invested in the risky assets. Now. define

(64) ? ;- H^t ;

which is the proportion of wealth invested in the risky assets,

then any efficient portfolio can be written as a convex linear

combination of two assets, i.e.. the risk-free asset and the

market portfolio of all risky assets

< 6 s > Z£ = (/-f)A+ f(^-)X '• (l-f)ti*f tfX

= (i-t)K+ f£.y M f t-fif •

It is said that the risk-free asset and the market portfolio of

all risky assets span the set of efficient portfolios which is

a straight line in the mean-risk plane, as shown in Figure 6.

Or. this is called
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Two-fund separation: Each investor will have a utility

maximizing portfolio which is a combination of the risk-free

asset and a portfolio (fund) of risky assets which is

determined by the line drawn from the risk-free rate of return

tangent to the investor's efficient set of risky assets.

Using (61c). (64) and (65). the market portfolio of all risky

assets, or the fund mentioned above, can be written

(66) HH '' =
Me.

F
/

[er2"tf-&)j
y VF p& }i Z M nCj

tâûf effilent f#rtfî//os

opportunity \fet

K
TW^r

Figure 6: Set of Efficient Portfolios
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Note that it can be shown that the market portfolio of all

risky assets defined in equation (66) lies, indeed, on the

opportunity set when using equations (20) - (23). Furthermore,

the vector of weights given in equation (66) will be shown to

be the market portfolio of all risky assets in equilibrium.

10. The Optimal Portfolio with One Risk-Free Asset

Consider again the case of n risky assets together with one

risk-free asset. Let W be the investor's beginning-of-period

value of wealth and W be his end-of-period value of wealth.

Again, a portfolio is given by equation (57). The terminal

value of wealth, which is a random variable, can be written

(67) W~ Ur(&tX)Wt -/ (/+R)(/-Hrg>)%

The firat term on the right-hand side represents the return on

the risky assets, whereas the second term is the return on

lending. If you are borrowing, this term will be negative. The

expected value and the variance of terminal wealth is given by

(sea) V = W0 * HTXW0 - (l-vTe)RW> }

(esb) nr(W) = (HT%-N] W*
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Again, the riskless asset does not add to the risk of terminal

wealth given in equation (68b). Suppose that the same

mean-variance utility function is used as shown in equation

(39), then the optimal portfolio can be derived from maximizing

this utility function

(69) max U(W}mr(W)) .
M

There are no constraints. The first-order conditions read

W II f ÜT*7 D' 7/17" \ / / / T.72

(70, ^- -' U,.(XW, -ReK)* t{ '(W.12ZH) - 0.
rlki ' ' sdu

Using the coefficient of risk aversion in equation (43),

equation (70) reads as

(7i) (X-Re}-<tZH-0.

Comparing equation (71) with the first-order condition for the

efficient set in equation (61a), you can see that both are the

same if a = X. The task of optimization is equivalent to

that of finding the efficient set. Premultiplying (71) by the

inverse of the variance-covariance matrix and rearranging gives

the vector of weights for the optimal portfolio

(72) ^ =
1 T"(7- R r )^ ^j (A f\CJ ,
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It can easily be verified that the optimal portfolio lies on

the set of efficient portfolios when setting tf equal to the

variance of the optimal portfolio. A useful case for

macroeconomics is obtained if there is only one risky asset

(e.g., bonds) and one risk-free asset (e.g.. money) in

question. In this case, equation (72) reduces to equation (73)

(73) At = ft-«)
« V,,

where w is now a scalar, i.e., the proportion of wealth

invested in the risky asset X . If all investors perceive the

same efficient set (homogeneous beliefs), then their optimal

portfolios differ according to their coefficients of risk

aversion only. This is shown in Figure 7. The indifference

~stt''6f~tfffc/&»t:_f>or$Ji0£ " _ ' _ . . .

typortutfy {té _"^_"_.__,_'__'_'_'_ '..".".. _'__

^ 2»[iïH ~j 1 Mfirkitf>0rtfo//0'^^..^'^/f^J^f^r'.'... .

£»/V7-"-<» wrtä'p/tfä/o'tiMty "r#A-ficf"AÄret

•fîatë)

Figure 7: Optimal Portfolios
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curve U of investor 1 is tangent to the efficient set at

point Z .the optimal portfolio of investor 1. That of

investor 2 is tangent at point Z , the optimal portfolio of
£

investor 2. All investors will select a portfolio which lies on

the efficient set. Again, two-fund separation obtains, i.e..

any optimal portfolio is a convex linear combination of the

risk-free asset and the market portfolio of all risky assets,

since the optimal portfolio

(74) Zu - (I- vfe)£ + »IX

••..•-. ; ^

given the definition for £

(75) f •=- A//e j

can be written as

(«> zu- d-f)K- r (Y) * '
 (l~ T)R f f H^

- (l-f)K+ ?2H.
*

You can easily verify that (w /£ ) = w„ obtained inu n
equation (66).

Equilibrium asset prices can be determined in the same way

as in section 7 when considering the fact that the value of
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total beginning-of-period wealth of the economy, W . is now

the sum of the value of supplies of both risky and risk-free

assets. The (nxl) column vector of risky asset supplies is

again denoted as V and the value of beginning-of-period net

lending as V . Then total wealth reads
K

\s

(77, # - e'V* % - > WÎ
fc—•——J

/•/

where W3 is again the jth investor's beginning-of-period

value of wealth. Denoting D as the (nxl) column vector of

demand for the risky assets, there are two equilibrium

conditions

«7.., D = E u W • T, i: Ftf-fe) Wi - V
J=f

<"»» y a - ST^) w: - K

By Walras1 law, one of the (n+1) equations is redundant, i.e.,

it can be derived from the other equations. For instance, you

can easily show that (78b) follows from (78a) together with the

wealth identity given in equation (77). Note that one out of

the n equations (50) is also redundant by Walras1 law (see
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section 7). Using the abbrevation in equation (49), total

demand gets the same form as the individual demands

<79, Z) - 7r£"Y/-/?e;# - Y .

Solving (79) for the risky asset returns, we get finally

(so) X = <*. ̂ (Y-V) i- Re .

The equilibrium asset prices (X) depend on the relative asset

supplies (V/W ), the variance-covariance matrix (£). the
aggregate coefficient of risk aversion (<x0), and the

risk-free rate of return (R). Equation (80) is sometimes used

in the recent literature on exchange rates when the risky

assets are denominated in various currencies and the riskless

asset refers to domestic bonds.

Since demand equals supply in equilibrium, the right-hand

side of equation (79) determines the vector of weights of the

market (equilibrium) portfolio, i.e..

<79a) //_, = — F ,
Wo
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The corresponding market portfolio including the riskless asset

is given by

(.D 2, - (i-ti*)R* »:X- (i-fiR+ rfflx
- (i-riï-Kf1*« ;

(Bib) , _ , .,rf -= <e

(BIO /4
M, : • • >VH r*/

(Bid)

4 ••- <^<

Hence, two-fund separation also applies to the market portfolio

Z , which is shown in Figure 7. It is a linear combination of
m
the risk-free asset and the market portfolio of all risky

assets (Z„) whose weights are determined in equilibrium asM
follows, when using (79a) and (81c).

_ _J4_ _ < (VM) V fatut of iti tsset
(82) ^ / = ~Y~ ' IrTh ~ ~ër(fM) = IrV * Me ^^u^ wrt

Therefore, the vector of weights of the fund determined in

equation (66) must be equal to the vector of weights of the

market portfolio of all risky assets given in equation (82), if

the asset market is in equilibrium. See also exercise 7.
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11. The Capital Asset Pricing Model

This final section is devoted to extending the concept of

market equilibrium in order to determine the market price of

risk and the appropriate measure of risk for a single asset.

The most popular model by now is the Capital Asset Pricing

Model (CAPM). It is developed in a hypothetical world where the

following assumptions are made about investors and the

opportunity set:

!.. Investors are risk-averse individuals who maximize the

expected utility of their end-of-period value of wealth. See

sections 7 and 10.

2. Investors are price takers and have homogeneous expectations

about asset returns which have a joint normal distribution.

These assumptions have been dealt with in sections 7 and 10

when defining asset market equilibrium.

3. The quantities of assets are fixed (see sections 7 and 10).

Also, all assets are marketable and perfectly divisible. By

this, we exclude the possibility of human capital as we

usually think of it. In other words, slavery is allowed in

the model (if really all existing assets are taken into

account, not just financial assets). We are able to sell

(not rent for wages) various portions of our human capital

to other investors at market prices, but you cannot sell

yourself or buy anyone else nowadays. Fortunately, the CAPM

can be extended to include non-marketable assets in such a

way that its content does not change.
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4. Asset markets are frictionless and information is costless

and simultaneously available to all investors. A

frictionless market means that there are no transaction

costs for neither risky assets nor the risk-free asset (if

it exists). In the latter case, the borrowing rate is equal

to the lending rate.

5. There are no market imperfections such as taxes,

regulations, or restrictions on short selling.

Proof of the CAPM requires that in equilibrium, the market

portfolio must be an efficient portfolio. In theory, when all

individuals have homogeneous expectations, the market portfolio

must be efficient; this was shown, though without proof, in

sections 7 and 10. Without homogeneous expectations, the market

portfolio is not necessarily efficient and the equilibrium

model of capital markets to be derived in section lia does not

necessarily hold. Thus, the efficiency of the market portfolio

and the CAPM are inseparable, joint hypotheses. It is not

possible to test the validity of one without the other.

a) The CAPM Including One Risk-Free Asset

The standard version of the CAPM includes one risk-free

asset. In thin case, two-fund separation obtains and the set of

efficient portfolios is a straight line; see Figure 8. It was

shown in the preceding section that all optimal portfolios lie

on the same set of efficient portfolios if, and only if, all

investors have homogeneous expectations. In equilibrium, there

can be only one set of efficient portfolios, i.e., the straight

line (R,Z„) which is also called the Capital Market Line
M

(CML). The CML is tangent to the opportunity set. Their common
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point was recognized as the market portfolio of all risky

assets Z„ in equilibrium. Note that the market portfolio Z„
M " M

contains all marketable assets X. (i=l,2,...,n).

tâ'/f ïfftcicvt /yrfßJM i CML

.ä-vf , N^-tr: 'fipftoetotujfy £u I
u»Wp...., -...> r->^7*-

—+.[nr& )]
firfti-y '//2

Figure 8: The Opportunity Set P/o\r/vided by Combinations of Risky

Asset, X.. and the Market Portfolio of All Risky

Assets, Z .
M

Now, consider a portfolio Z which consists of a percent

invested in risky asset X. and (1-a) percent invested in the

market portfolio Z . These two funds define an opportunity
M

set which can be derived as it was done in the two-asset case

in section 2. The curve T in Figure 8 represents this

opportunity set. The mean and standard deviation of the

two-asset portfolio Z is given in fact 1 (see section 2):

(83a ) Z = a *< + (/-a) Z,

(83b)
far(Z)]* - /> wM) - (/-zf Mr(2H). 2* fa

»MM]*-• i* .
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Next, show how the mean and standard deviation of the two-asset

portfolio Z change as the proportion of wealth invested in the

risky asset varies:

22 - -
(84a) ~W = *' ̂

(84b, ^^1 . j. b'i [2d W&<)- l(t-z) W(2H.

f 2coy(JfLl2H) - 4a (oy(k,lh]j ,

Observe that the risky asset X. is already contained in the

market portfolio Z which consists of all risky assets held
M

in proportion to their value weights in equilibrium (see

equation (82) and exercise 7). Therefore, the percent a in the

two-asset portfolio Z is the excess demand for an individual

risky asset. But we know that in equilibrium the excess demand

for any asset must be zero. Prices wi l l adjust until all assets

are held. Therefore, if equations (84) are evaluated where

excess demand for asset X. equals zero, i.e., a=0, then we

can determine the equilibrium price relation at the market

portfolio Z„ (see Figure 8). This will provide the
M

equilibrium price of risk. Hence, setting a=0 in (84) we obtain

- Ï -4H J
a=o
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(85b) 2 L W fr.
7fa

fa i<2=0
- z [«"- &)]* [' *»• &) ' * «>„ #xU

caiffkA'') -trar(2H)

£WÄJJ*

The slope of the risk-return trade-off evaluated at point Z

in Figure 8. in market equilibrium, is
M

(86)
Ä?A

9W2)]*/.fo

t-î•H

«.*ö [cûvWA)- ?#<&)]/[tar &)T

The final insight is to realize that the slope of the

opportunity set T in Figure 8 provided by the relation between

the risky asset X. and the market portfolio at point Z„
1 M

must also be equal to the slope of the capital market line. The

CML is also an equilibrium relation. Given market efficiency,

the tangency portfolio must be the market portfolio Z where
M

all assets are held according to their market value weights.

The slope of the CML can be seen in Figure 8. It is

(e?) Stof>e of CML =
z,-*

ZW4J7#

Equating this with the slope of the two-asset opportunity set

at point Z„, i.e.. equating (86) and (87) and rearranging, we
M
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have

(88a) 4 - /? * 12H-R] ßfa)

(88b) ' , _ GO? (£,£„)

#wj :~~ ir/JT"^-(4;

Equation (88) is known as the Capital Asset Pricing Model

(CAPM). It defines a straight line in the return-beta plane

where it is also called the Security Market Line. It tells us

that the required rate of return on any asset is equal to the

risk-free rate of return plus a risk premium. The risk

premium is the price of risk (Z -R) multiplied by the
M

quantity of risk [cov(X..Z„)/var(Z„)] which is often
l M M

called beta ( (i ). Clearly, the beta of the market portfolio is

equal to one. For an application of the CAPM, see exercise 8.

b) The CAPM without Risk-Free Asset

One of the various modifications of the CAPM is concerned

with the question of how the model will change if investors

cannot borrow and lend at the risk-free rate. The answer is

that there exists again a security market line, which can be

derived as follows. Consider any efficient portfolio Z (it
e

could be the market portfolio Z , of course). Then compute
M

the minimum-variance portfolio which is uncorrelated with the

efficient portfolio Z . This is the minimum-variance
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zero-beta portfolio Zp discussed in section 8. It lies on the

opportunity set and is unique. (There are many zero-beta

portfolios with regard to a specific efficient portfolio, but

only one of them lies on the opportunity set). Next, construct

a portfolio Y with a percent invested in the efficient

portfolio Z and with (1-a) percent invested in the

minimum-variance zero-beta portfolio Z» , i.e.,

(89) Y - al^i- f/-a)Zß ,

The mean and standard deviation of the two-asset portfolio is

(90a) ,/.= A /e + (j~£l).Zft

<90b> [tor(?)]* = [A" w&) * (/-*)* wfy)J* - / 6*

Note that in equation (90b) the covariance is deleted because

it is zero by definition. Now, the return-risk trade-off can be

derived when setting a=l, i.e., this is the slope of the

tangent to the opportunity set at tho efficient portfolio Z :

Wfiûi
(.91) £/w/o7V^

£-5-
'.[**&)]**d-i
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Next, consider a two-asset portfolio Z with (1-a) percent

invested in any risky asset X. and with a percent invested in

the efficient portfolio Z considered above. Then the same
e

reasoning as in section a leads to equation (86)'.

(86)
92/fa

9[Mr&J*/fa

k-&

a^o [o>v(h&- Mr(£)]/[Mrfcj]
<J2

Equation (86)' also determines the slope of the tangent to the

opportunity set at the efficient portfolio Z . Equating (86)'

to (91) and rearranging yields the security market line in the

absence of a risk-free asset:

(92a ) X, - Z* +f&-%]/8ft)

(92b) ,̂ J ._ .^ftAi

jsârfâ)

Comparing with equations (88). the mean of the zero-beta

portfolio replaces the riskless rate of return and the

efficient portfolio replaces the market portfolio. For an

application see exercise 8.
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EXERCISES

Ail exercises use the same data set which is given below. There are three

assets x1> x2> x3>*

xl
X2
X3

mean

0.174
0.054
0.114

variance

0.0123
0.00527
0.00689

standard
deviation (%)

11.09
7.26
8.30

The variance-covariance matrix I reads

Z =

xl

0.01230
-0.00403
-0.00184

X2

0.00527
0.00121

*3

0.00689

The correlation matrix reads

1.0000
-0.5005
-0.1999

1.0000
0.2008 1.0000

* Rates of return and variances but not covariances are those of shares of the
following three U.S. companies: City Investing Co., Bayside Cigar, and Radio
Corporation of America.
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1. Minimum-Variance Opportunity Set

a) Compute the minimum-variance opportunity set for the following expected

rates of return

K := 0.054, 0.072917, 0.104248, 0.113272, 0.136741, 0.1468, 0.174.

If you do not wish to compute the inverse of the variance-covariance

matrix, use the matrix given below.

z-i =
109.99044
80.61648
15.21630

256.81194
-23.57030 153.34173

If, in addition, you do not wish to calculate the matrix ß, use the

matrix given below.

Q =
-0.270941
1.629061
-0.358078

5.569674
-11.096948
5.527499

b) Graph the opportunity set (expected rates of return and standard

deviations in percent).

c) Do the securities x , x and x lie on the opportunity set? Are they
JL £, «3

efficient portfolios?

d) List those calculated portfolios which are efficient.
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2. Minimum-Variance Portfolio

a) What proportions of your wealth would you invest in securities x , x ,

and x if you want to hold a portfolio that gives you least variance?

b) Check that the minimum-variance portfolio lies on the opportunity set.

Identify it in the graph.

3. Optimal Portfolio

a) What proportions of your wealth would you invest in securities x , x ,

and x if you had a coefficient of risk aversion (a ) equal to 75?

b) Suppose that another investor perceives the same opportunity set but has

a coefficient of risk aversion (a ) which is equal to 15.906051.

What is his or her vector of weights? Is the other investor more or less

risk averse? Explain.

c) Suppose that you and the other investor were the only investors of the

economy. Given that you own three-tenth of the total value of all

available assets (actually, assets x , x and x ) and that the second

investor owns the rest of total wealth, what would the market portfolio be?

d) Do these three optimal portfolios denoted as Z (a ), Z (a ) and Z lie
u l u 2 M

on the opportunity set? Draw their points in the graph of the

opportunity set in exercise 1.

4. Minimum-Variance Zero-Beta Portfolio

a) Calculate the minimum-variance portfolio which is uncorrelated with the

market portfolio defined in exercise 3.

b) Does this portfolio lie on the opportunity set?



5. Set of Efficient Portfolios with One Risk-Free Asset

Suppose that investors can borrow and lend at a rate of return of 7.29%.

Calculate the market portfolio of all risky assets. Describe the set of

efficient portfolios.

6. Optimal Portfolio with One Risk-Free Asset

Let the risk-free rate of return be 7.29%.

a) What proportions of your wealth would you invest in securities x , x , and

x if you had the same coefficient of risk aversion as in exercise 3a?

b) Suppose that another investor perceives the same opportunity set as you

do. His or her coefficient of risk aversion be the same as the one in

exercise 3b. Calculate the second investor's portfolio.

c) Given the same assumption as described in exercise 3c, determine the

market portfolio of all (three) risky assets with one risk-free asset

(denote the vector of weights as w ).
m

d) Plot the optimal portfolios and the set of efficient portfolios together

with the minimum-variance opportunity set obtained in exercise 1.

e) Are both investors better off after than before the introduction of the

capital market? Explain.

7. Optimal Portfolio with One Risk-Free Asset Continued

There are two investors in the economy with coefficients of risk aversion

a = 75 and o = 15.906051, respectively. The rate of return of the

risk-free asset is R = 8.03%. The first investor's beginning-of-period value of
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wealth (WQ) as a fraction of total wealth of the two-investor economy (Wo)

is 0.3, that of the second investor is (WQ/W ) =0.7. The following table

gives the composition of the beginning-of-period value of wealth as a

fraction of each investor's beginning-of-period wealth.

asset

Xl

X2

X3

R

sum

composition of beginning-of-period
wealth as fraction of investor's wealth

investor 1

0.5

0 . 0005

0.3

v1=«;
0.1995 = VJf/wJ

1.0

investor 2

0.382293"

0.000149

0.366136

Y2

= «Î

0.251422 = VJj/W§

1.0

1 2
The vectors V , V denote the composition of beginning-of-period wealth

1 2
with regard to risky assets. V , V denote the fractions of the

R R
beginning-of-period wealth held as riskless asset. For instance, investor 1

holds 50% of his beginning-of-period wealth ii

his optimal portfolio for the present period.

holds 50% of his beginning-of-period wealth in asset x before he selects

a) Compute the market portfolio for this two-investor economy, given the

assumption that the figures of the above table represent equilibrium

values.

b) Determine the set of efficient portfolios. Show that the weights of the

market portfolio of all risky assets can indeed be computed as follows:

the weight of the ith asset is equal to the ratio of the value of the

ith asset to the value of all risky assets.

c) Compute the optimal portfolios for the two investors. Are their

portfolios in equilibrium?
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d) Compare the two investors* end-of-period composition of

beginning-of-period wealth with the beginning-of-period composition of

wealth. Which assets are sold or bought?

e) Plot the optimal portfolios, the market portfolio, the market portfolio

of all risky assets, and the set of efficient portfolios together with

the opportunity set obtained in exercise 1.

8. Capital Asset Pricing Model

Use the same facts as given in exercise 7.

a) In exercise 1, we saw that asset x has the same expected rate of

return as portfolio 2 , but has a greater variance than portfolio

Z . Hence, asset x does not lie on the opportunity set. Show that

both asset x and portfolio 2 lie nevertheless on the security

market line.

b) Suppose that there is no capital market. Show that both asset x and

portfolio 2 lie on the security market line which is determined by

any efficient portfolio and its related minimum-variance zero-beta

portfolio. Select portfolio 2 in exercise 1 as the efficient

portfolio. Plot the security market lines obtained in exercises 8a and

8b in the same graph.

c) In the capital asset pricing model, is there any way to identify the

investors who are more risk averse? Explain. How would your answer

change if there were not a riskless asset?
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SOLUTIONS

1. Minimum-Variance Opportunity Set

a) The minimum-variance opportunity set is given by the following vector of

weights (w . ):nun

«min - Z'1 BT (BZ-lßT)-l b
(nxl) (nxn) (nx2) (2x2) (2x1)

_^
where Z is the inverse of the variance-covariance matrix. B and b are

defined as

ßT : =
(nx2)

ii
e ! x

i
i

— ) ~

, b : =
(2x1)

1

K

where e := [1,1,...,!] is the (Ixn) vector of ones and K the required

expected rate of return of the minimum-variance portfolio.

Compute first the inverse of the variance-covariance matrix Z which will be

used here and elsewhere. The three exchange steps are given below, where a

is the control column such that the sum of coefficients of each row is equal

to one. Up to seven fractional digits are used while performing the exchange

steps.
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yi =
y2 =

ys =

xi =
y2 =
ys =

xi =
V2 =

X3 =

xl =

x2 =

X3 =

xl

(0.01230)

-0.00403

-0.00184

yi
81.3008130

-0.3276423

-0.1495935

X2

-0.00403

0.00527

0.00121

0.3276423

X2

0.3276423

0.0039469

0.0006071

X3

-0.00184 j
1

0.00121 1

0.00689 |
i

0.1495935

X3

0.1495935 !
1

0.0006071 !
!
1

(0.0066147̂  !

o

0.99357

0.99755

0.99374

-80.7780488

0

-80.7780488

1.3230855

1.1423716
>

22.6153114

yi
84.6839166

-0.3139125

22.6153114

80.6164771

yi
109.9904365

80.6164771

15.2162989

-0.0917804

X2

0.3139125

(jT. 0038939)

-0.0917804

y2
80.6164771

256.8119366

-23.5703023

ys
22.6153114 J

!
0.0917804 !

1

151.1784359 J

-23.5703023

ys
15.2162989 j

1
-23.5703023 |

i
153.3417277 1

i

-172.7019517

a

-106.6131382

1.2182381

-172.7019517

-312.8580857

a

-204.8232020

-312.8580857

-143.9877115

sum of row

1.0

1.0

1.0

sum

1.0

0.9999999

0.9999999

sum

1.0000023

0.9999999

1.0000152

sum

1.0000105

1.0000257

1.0000128
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The inverse of the variance-covariance matrix rounded to 5 fractional digits

reads

-1
109.99044

80.61648

15.21630

256.81194

-23.57030 153.34173

-1
In order to check the accuracy of the inverse, compute £ £ to find

£ £
-1

1.00000

-0.00000 0.99999

0.00000 0.00001 1.0001

~ identity matrix

-l T
Next, compute A:=B£ B (using 6 fractional digits)

-1

eT:
B=

S?:

for matrix A:

109.99044 80.61648 15.21630

80.61648 256.81194 -23.57030

_15. 21630 -23.57030 153.34173_

1 1 1

0.174 0.054 0.114

/"

(xVe)-

(e^-'ej

e: x:

1 0.174

1 0.054

_1 0.114

205.823220 25.226285

313.858120 25.208098

144.987730 18.855797

(Ï64.669070) 69.290180

- ̂

= BT

- TV

= A
fê?.290Ï8o)i (^900112)

T— j V
(e-rx) J (rZ"f)

./''
/"y
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The matrix A is symmetric and positive definite, its determinant reads

|A| = (664.669070) 7.900172- (69.290180) = 449.870932

Hence, the inverse of A becomes

A-l- IAI
a22 ~a12

-a12 an
= 449.870932

7.900172 -69.290180

-69.29018 664.669070

0.017561 -0.154022

-0.154022 1.477466

Control calculation of A A~^ yields:

A A-l=
1.000041

0.000005

0.000226

1.000023
~ identity matrix

-l T -l
Now, we are ready to compute the matrix ß:= E B A we finally need. Note

-l T
that the matrix (E B ) has already been computed; it can be read off from the

layout for matrix A.

E-lßT=

r matrix ß:

205.823220
313.858120
144.987730

25.226285
25.208098
18.855797

0.017561

-0.154022

-0.270941
1.629061
-0.358078

-0.154022

1.477466

5.569674
-11.096948
5.527499

= A-l

= E-IB̂ BE-IB?)-! =: ö

Next, compute the vectors of weights for various expected rates of return K.

Denote the different "loading" vectors b as b , b , ..., b , and the

corresponding portfolios as w . (b ), ..., w . (b ).
nun 1 mm 7
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Table 1:

bî-
bj=

*>5=
bï-

b?=

bï-

bî=

r—
L1

[>
!"

l _ l

[l

[l

[l

t

-0.270941

5.569674

0.054 J I 0.029821

0.072917J L 0.135183

i r
0.104248J L 0.309686

~i r
0.113272 ! 0.359947

_J L-i r
0.136741 ! L 0.490662

0.146800 | |_ 0.546687

i r
0.174 i |_ 0.698182

1.629061

-11.096948

1.029826

0.819905

0.472226

0.372088

0.111653

0.000029

-0.301808

-0.358078

5. 527499 _

—

-0.059593

0.044971

0.218153

= ßT

- wmin(b!)T

= wmin(^2)T

= wmin<b3)T

0. 268033 ] =wmin(b4)T

0.397758 J = *%in(b5)T
~"

0.453359 _ - wmin(b6>T

0. 603707 j = wmin(b7)T

In the next step, the variances of the various portfolios
T

var(Zi) = ŵ )̂ ïw
min

(1:V' iî-l..-..7. are computed.
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w . <b.)min l
w (b )

m i n 2
w . (b )

mm 3
w (b )

mm 4
w (b )

min 5
w (b )

min 6
w (b )

min 7

r- -,r -•, r -^ --:•- -r

z -
« m i n < b l > T =

(b2)T =
(b3)T =
(b4)T =
(b5)T =
(b6)T =
<b7)T =

0.01230
-0.00403
_-O.OOI84

[0.0?982I
[0.135183
[0.309686
[0.359947
[0.490662
[0.546687
[0.698182

-0.00403
0.00527
0.00121

1 .029826
0.819905
0.472226
0.372088
O.I II653
0.000029

-0.301808

0.
1.

L-«-
-0.00184
0.00121
0.00689_

r

-0.
|o.
[o.

-0.059593j[o.
0.04497l]
0.218153]
0.268033l

wi

0.397758J
0.453359J
0.603707]

0?982I , ; O . I 35I83
029826 j j 0.8 19905
059593

003674
005235
000781^

[0. 04497 1_

-O.OOI7?4
0.003831

[0.001053

0.309686
JO. 472226 1
[0.2I8I53J

| 0.001505
0.001505
O.OOI505J

i 0.359947
0.372088

L0.268033_

r "T
i 0.002435
10.000835
[p.OOI635_

i 0.490662
| O.I II653

0.546687
0.000029

U.397758Jw 0.453359

0.004853
-0.000908
J). 00 1973.

0.005890
1 0.001654
LO. 002 118

0.698182
j-0. 301808 ;
[0.603707 j

j 0.008693!
1-0.003674 j
| 0.0025 10 j

005235] =var(Z ()
[0.002955J =var(Z2)

[ 0.001505 i=var(Z,)
"[ 0-001625 !=var(Z4)

"0.003065, =var(Z5)
[0.004180 !=var(Z6)

[0.008693]=var(Z7>



The results are collected in the tables below
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i
1
2

3

4

5

6

7
!

K = Z.

0.054

0.072917

0.104248

0.113272

0.136741

0.146800

0.174

var(Z. )

0.005235

0.002955

0.001505

0.001625

0.003065

0.004180

0.008693

T
w .

mm

0.029821, 1.029826, -0.059593

0.135183, 0.819905, 0.044971

0.309686, 0.472226, 0.218153

0.359947, 0.372088, 0.268033

0.490662, 0.111653, 0.397758

0.546687, 0.000029, 0.453359

0.698182, -0.301808, 0.603707

i

1

2

3

4

5

6

zi (%)

5.4

7.3

10.4

11.3

13.7

14.7

7 | 17.4

i

[var(Zi)]1/2(%)

7.2

5.4

3.9

4.0

5.5

6.5

9.3

T
w . (%)

win

3, 103, -6

14, 82, 4

31, 47, 22

36, 37, 27

49, 11, 40

55, 0, 45

70, -30, 60

i



b) Graph of the minimum-variance opportunity set
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E&>2 (K)

IG -

14 -

/2

10

g

G -

—Q x, rw/ôj
î̂
[fOf-30,50]

-èd^o/tf]

>trjJâ,//,4Ûj

*<&,&,&]

l^Zfi,4V2]

A3 lo,0,106j '

iilWZ*]

Ï&'03,-C]

,tt [o,/oo,o]

>lu^) (%)
/ 10 II

c) The three securities x , x , x are neither efficient portfolios nor

do they lie on the opportunity set.

d) 23, Z4. 25, Z6. Z?.
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SOLUTIONS

2. Minimum-Variance Portfolio

a) The vector of weights for the portfolio with smallest variance is given by

w. T1.
inf '(.V1.)

where e is the (nxl) column vector of ones. Note that the matrix £ e can be
-l T

found in the layout for matrix A. It is the first column vector of Z B .
T -l

Moreover, the scalar (e £ e) is the element a of matrix A (see the solution

to exercise 1). Hence,
11

winf =

1
664.669070

205.823220
313.858120
144.987730

S

0.309663
0.472202
0.218135

The sum of weights is w. - e = 1.000000. You would invest 31% of your

wealth in the first asset (x ), 47% in the second asset (x ), and 22% in

the third asset (x ).

b) In order to check that the least-variance portfolio lies on the opportunity

set, we must show that the vector of weights obtained from the minimization of

variance, given the expected rate of return of the least-variance portfolio,

is equal to that obtained above. The expected rate of return of the

least-variance portfolio reads

0.174
0.054
0.114

Zinf = wînf * = [0.309663 0.472202 0.218135] [0.104248]
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Now, set K (in exercise 1) equal to Z. = 0.104248 and calculate the
inf

vector of weights w . . No additional computations are needed because thismm
case has already been done; see b in exercise 1. The result to be found in

Table 1 reads

w . = [0.309686 0.472226 0.218153],
mm

Considering four fractional digits, w . = w . The variance of the
mm inf

minimum-variance portfolio var(Z. ) can be found in Table 2 of exercise 1:
in r

it reads var(Z. ) = 0.001625. The minimum-variance portofolio Z is
mf * inf

identified as portfolio Z in the graph which is given in exercise 1.
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SOLUTIONS

3. Optimal Portfolio

a) The optimal portfolio (within the mean-variance framework) is given by

w = — w + w. . ,u a s inf

where (I/a) w is the "speculative" portfolio and w. _ is the least-variance
s inf

portfolio calculated in exercise 2. The vector of weights w is defined as
s

_-!.- (eT£~ x) , _-l- (e £~ x) -1w
s
 := E [x - ̂FTi e] = l * ~ T -i l & •3 (e £ e) (e E e)

All vectors and scalars above are obtained as by-products from calculating

matrix A in exercise 1. Hence,

ws =

25.226285

25.208098

18.855797

69.290180

664.669070

205.823220

313.858120

144.987730

3. 769701 1

-7.510869

3.741169

Then, your vector of weights becomes for a = 75 =: a

wu(a1) =

75

3.769701

-7.510869

3.741169

r ~~

+

0.309663

0.472202

0.218135

=

-, _,

0.359926 j
;

0.372057

0.268017

Given your coefficient of risk aversion of 75, you would invest 36% of your

wealth in security x , 37% in security x , and 27% in security x .

b) The second investor has a coefficient of risk aversion of

a = 15.906051 =: o.^
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1

15.906051

_ —
3.769701

-7.510869

3.741169

+

i

0.309663

0.472202

0.218135

_

0.546661

0

0.453339

wu(a2) =

The second investor holds 55% of his or her wealth invested in security x

and 45% in security x , but nil in the second security. The second investor

is less risk averse than you (supposedly) are because his or her coefficient

of risk aversion is smaller. The more risk averse a person is, the greater

the coefficient of risk aversion and, therefore by the formula for the

optimal portfolio, the more will this person's portfolio tend to be equal to

the least-variance portfolio. On the other hand, if an investor is risk

neutral, i.e., if a goes to zero, the greater will the "speculative"

portfolio become (in the limit, it goes to infinity).

c) Let V be the (3x1) column vector of market values of the three securities,
T

i.e., the supplies of securities x , x , and x . Denote as W = e V total

wealth, i.e., the sum of market values of all securities. Then

V V
!_ VT _ 1 2
WA ~ l£V. ' JV.
0 3 3 3 3

3 . . 1 2 3 . T
"—-•-— 1 — (U W W I — W

£V. ~ l M' M' MJ " M
3 3

is the vector of market weights. It defines the market portfolio Z . Each
« M

weight w is defined as
M

i market value of ith asset
— - ' - '-- - - - -•- """

H market value of all assets

The first investor's demand for all three assets is given by the algebraic

product of his or her vector of weights w (a ) and his or her wealth.

Dividing by total wealth, total demand for each asset reads

wu(«1) 0.3+wu(a2) 0.7 =-V = wM

which must be equal to the market portfolio in equilibrium. Hence,

w.
H

0.3

0.359926

0.372057

0.268017

+ 0.7

0.546661~|

0

0.453339 j

0. 49064l]

0.111617

_0. 397742
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in equilibrium, we observe that security x accounts for 49% of total

market value of all assets, x accounts for 11%, and security x for 40%.

d) Yours and the other investor's optimal portfolios as well as the market

portfolio are necessarily efficient portfolios, otherwise they are not

optimally selected. Therefore, the (three) optimal portfolios must lie on the

upper part of the opportunity set, i.e., on the efficient subset. In order to

check this statement, compute the expected rates of return of the optimal

portfolios.

T
w (a..) =
11 J.
" x T
wu(a2) .

WM

[o. 359926 0.372057

[o. 546661 0

To. 490641 0.111617

0.268017 ]

0.453339 ~]

0.397742 1

0.174

0.054

0.114

"o. 1132 72• «•

= x

= Z (a. )
ii T

0.146800 ] = Zu(<*2)

0.136741 ] = ZM

Again, substitute for K in exercise 1 consecutively Z (a ), Z (a ) and Z .
u I u 2 M

This has been done in exercise 1 for b , b , and b , respectively. The
4 6 5

ts w (b ), w . (b ) and w . (b ) should be
min 4 min 6 min 5

respectively. In fact, we found in exercise 1

resulting vectors of weights w (b ), w . (b ) and w . (b ) should be equal
min 4 mm 6 mm 5

to w (a ), w (a ) and w„
u l u 2 M

T
w . (b . ) =mm 4
Wmin(V 'tm. » » v _

w . (bc) =mm 5

[o.359947
U.

[o. 546687

[p. 490662

0.372088

0.000029

0.111653

0. 268033 Ii*l

0.453359]

0.397758^

T
= w (a_ )

u 1 _
T

" Wu(a2>

T
= WM

The three portfolios can be identified as Z , Z , and Z in the graph of the
4 6 5

opportunity set in exercise 1. Your portfolio Z lies closer to the
4

least-variance portfolio Z than the one of the second investor who is less

risk averse by assumption.
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SOLUTIONS

4. Minimum-Variance Zero-Beta Portfolio

a) A minimum-variance portfolio which is uncorrelated with any efficient

portfolio is called a minimum-variance zero-beta portfolio. It is given by

—l T —l T —l
W. = Z C (CE C ) C,U

where the (2xn) matrix C and the (?.xl) column vector c are defined as

T<.
V

In this case, w denotes the weights of the market portfolio determined in
M

the preceding exercise. First, determine matrix A*

-l T
A* := GZ C =

" Tf
VWM

1

1 1
1
j

1 T -1
j e 1 &

0.003065

664.669070

Element a. is the variance of the market portfolio to be found in Table
*

2 of exercise 1 [see var(Z )]. Element &22 is equal to element a of

matrix A in exercise 1. The determinant of A* reads

A*
* * * 2

= ail a22 ~ (S12) = (0.003065) 664.669070 - 1 = 1.037211

and the inverse of A* becomes

.*-! 1
A*|

* *
322 ~a!2

-a* a*21 11 _

1 J 6 6 4 . 669070 -1
1.037211 j_-l 0.003065

640.823391 -0.964124

- 0.964124 0.002955

Control calculation of A* A*"1 yields
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A* A*-l =
1.000000 -0.000011

-0.000000 0.999973
~ identity matrix

Note that

D := 1~1CT = £~1tZw„i e] = [w„ l Ẑ e]
H H '

The vector w has been calculated in exercise 3 and the vector Z e can be
-ITfound in the layout for matrix A in exercise 1 (first column of E B ). The

vector of weights can now be calculated as

layout for w ;

D =

A*-l =

0.490641 205.823220
0.111617 313.858120
0.397742 144.987730

640.823391 -0.964124

-0.964124 0.002955

0.135169
0.819838
0.044966

0

JL

0.135169
0.819838
0.044966

= W0

The first column of DA* is superfluous, the second column is equal to the

vector of weights. In order to check that the calculated portfolio is indeed

uncorrelated with the market portfolio, compute the covariance between this

portfolio and the -market portfolio

cov(Zß,ZM) = wßZwM

which should be zero. Note that (Zw ) can be found in Table 2 of exercise 1

as [Zw (b )].
min 5

wi-

0.004853
-0.000908
0.001973

[0.135169 0.819838 0.044966][ 0.000000 ]

- EwM

= cov(Zß,ZM)

In the minimum-variance zero-beta portfolio, 14% is invested in security x ,

82% in security x , and 4% in security x .
£• *J
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b) The minimum-variance zero-beta portfolio must lie on the opportunity set by

definition. To check the calculation, determine the expected rate of return of

the minimum-variance zero-beta portfolio

Zß = Wg x = 0.072917

Substitute Z for K in exercise 1 (see the case b ). In Table 1 of

exercise 1 we find the following mean-variance portfolio

wT. = [0.135183 0.819905 0.044971]
mm

which is equal to w (when considering three or four digits).
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SOLUTIONS

5. Set of Efficient Portfolios With One Risk-Free Asset

The market portfolio of all (three) risky assets is given by

£~1(x-Re) Z 1x - R(Z 1e)
U* ~~
M "~ T —T T —1 T 1 *

e Z (x-Re) (e Z x) - R(e Z e)

where the riskless rate of return is 7.29%. The remaining expressions can be

found in the layout for matrix A in exercise 1.

WM

WM =

69.290180 -0.0729 (664.669070)

0.490587
0.111723

0.397690

25.226285

25.208098

18.855797

-0.0729

205.823220

313.858120

144.987730

The result is the same as the one obtained in exercise 3. In fact, the two

formulas for the market portfolio given in exercise 3 and in this exercise

determine the riskless rate of return in equilibrium if, as it is assumed

here, investors' initial wealth consists of risky assets only, i.e., they do

not hold a riskless asset at the beginning of the period. The set of efficient

portfolios is a straight line connecting the risk-free rate of return with the

market portfolio. The graph is depicted in the solution to exercise 6.
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SOLUTIONS

6. Optimal Portfolio With One Risk-Free Asset

a) The optimal portfolio is given by

w = ~ Z 1(x-Re) = -{Z 1x-RZ """e}
u <x a

Your coefficient of risk aversion is a=75=:a... The vectors (Z x) and (Z e) can

be found in the layout for matrix A in exercise 1; the riskless rate of return

R is equal to 0.0729.

wu(<xi) = 1_
75

^

)25.226285

25.208098

[18.855797

1205.823220

-0.0729 i313.858120

10.136290 S

t 0.031038

C
144.987730 e0.110483

Comparing with exercise 3a, you are putting now much less of your wealth into

the three risky assets. In fact,

e w (a ) = 0.277811 ,

that is, you are investing 28% of your wealth in the three risky assets and

you are lending the remaining 72% of your wealth on the capital market.

b) The optimal portfolio of the second investor is obtained in the same way,

when setting <x=15.906051=:a .

wu(a2) =

/

1
15.906051

Î 25.2262851

1
25.208098 -0.0729

18.855797̂  j

205.823220]
!

313.858120}

144.9877301

fo.6426341
!

0.146349 !

0.520946

6 u(a2) = 1'309929
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The other investor, who is less risk averse than you are by assumption, will

hold 131% of his wealth in all three risky assets, while borrowing 31% of his

wealth on the capital market.

c) Total demand for each risky asset becomes, when given the same assumption

as in exercise 3c

Wu(al)0'3 + Va2)0-7 =^V •

where V is again the vector of market values of the three securities.

w
m

= 0.3

0.136290

0.031038

0.110483

-1- 0.7

0.642634

0.146349

0.520946
i_

=

"1
0.490731

0.111756

0.397807
— W

By construction, it turns out to be the same as the one in exercise 3c. You

are lending what the other investor is borrowing, given no initial riskless

asset holdings.

d) In order to plot the optimal portfolios, compute their expected rates of

return

T
VVT -
W =

[u. 136290 0.031038

[p.642634 0.146349

0.110483 J

0.520946 J

0.174

0.054

0.114
- «

_0. 037986

0.179109™1

= X

- w/
- vv *

ZyCtti) = (l-wu(ttl)
Te)R + WuCa^Tx = 0.722189 (0.0729) + 0.037986 = 0.090634

Zu(a2) = (l-wu(a2)
Te)R + ŵ â x = -0.309929 (0.0729) + 0.179109 = 0.156515

Zn = (l-wTe)R + WTX = w|x = wgx = 0.136741
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io -

b [fy--30,60j

e) Yes. Each investor can select a portfolio which lies on the set of

efficient portfolios, i.e., the straight line RE. This line, in turn, lies

above the opportunity set, except for the market portfolio. Before the

introduction of the capital market, you chose portfolio Z,, but after the

introduction of the capital market you could choose, say, portfolio 2 (see
P

the graph). The latter is clearly stochastically dominant for its expected

rate of return is greater than the one of portfolio Z , though both

portfolios have the same variance by construction. The reason that you

selected portfolio Z (a,) rather than portfolio Z can be found in your
u l p
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coefficient of risk aversion. Your utility indifference curve is tangent to

the set of efficient portfolios at point Z (a,) rather than at point Z . You
u l p

enjoy a higher utility at point Z (a) than at point Z ; and at point Z a
u l p p

higher utility than at point Z . The same argument applies to the other investor

who selected portfolio Z before and portfolio Z (a ) after the introduction of
o u 2

the capital market.
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SOLUTIONS

7. Optimal Portfolio With One Risk-Free Asset Continued

a) Given the assumption that the beginning-of-period values of the four assets

(x , x , x , R) are equilibrium (market) values, they determine the weights of
1 2 3 y

the market portfolio. Denote the vector of supplies as V = [V.., V-, V ], i.e.,

the supply of the three risky assets. Total supply is equal to the sum of the

supplies by the two investors

V = V1 + V2

The market value of each asset divided by total wealth is the proportion of

total wealth allocated to each asset, i.e., the weights of the market

portfolio by definition.

J- V = J-[VX+ V2]
W0 W0

vL uo v2. ug
l H 2 2

W0 ° W0

The expressions on the right-hand side are given in the table to this

exercise. Hence, the weights of the market portfolio are

1

w^V =
Q

0.5

0.0005

0.3

0.3 +

0.382293

0.000149

0.366136

0.7 a

0.417605

0.000254

0.346295

eT(tV V) = 0.7645154

0

In equilibrium, the value of x is 42% of the value of all (four) assets,

the value of x is 0.03%, and that of x is 0.34%. Total supply of the

riskless asset V is equal to the sum of the values of the two investors
R
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l 2
V = V + V , or as a fraction of total wealth

-̂  3̂ ,vl „2

«o • »o « V
« «
«J "° * «0 "»

= 0.1995 (0.3) + 0.251422 (0.7) = 0.235845

Total wealth of the two-investor economy is identically equal to the market

value of all assets.

WQ s. e*V + VR or 1 := eT(̂ - V) + ̂

Due to rounding errors, 1 £ 0.999999 is obtained.

b) In order to determine the set of efficient portfolios, which is a linear

combination of the riskless asset and the market portfolio of all risky

assets, compute the latter as follows

_ Ï. 1(x-Re)
WM " T_-l,-

£ 1x - R(Z 1e)

e~E ~(x-Re) (ê "1*) - R(eTZ 1e)

The riskless rate of return is equal to 8.03%. The remaining expressions can

be found in the layout for matrix A in exercise 1.

WM

WM =

69.290180 -0.0803 (664.669070)

0.546494
0.000332
0.453174

25.226285

25.208098

18.855797

1"

-0.0803

205.823220

313.858120

144.987730j
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The market portfolio of all risky assets w is equal to portfolio Z
M o

obtained in exercise 1. The set of efficient portfolios is a straight line

connecting the market portfolio and the riskless asset. In equilibrium, the

above market portfolio w should be equal to that obtained from the
H

beginning-of-period supplies as follows

market value of ith risky asset^i — ' *
i market value of all risky assets

V.

Te V

1- „
"o"*
eT(l- V,

0

Ï
f 1e <e- v>

0

0.764154

0.417605

0.000254

0.346295 {

0.546493

0.000332

0.453174
;

which is equal to w .
H

c) The optimal portfolio is given by

w = - Z 1(x-Re) = -{£ '''x-RCE 1e)}
u a a

Set a = 75 for the first investor,

wu<al> = i-
75

25.226285

25.208098

18.855797

I -0.0803

205.823220

313.858120
;

L144'987730

0.115982

0.000071

0.096177

e ŵ ĉ ) = 0.212230

The first investor holds 21% of total personal wealth in risky assets and

lends 79% on the capital market. Set a = 15.906051 for the second investor,



; 25.226285

wu(<x2) j125.208098 !
15.9060511

.18.855797 IL j

e wu(a2) = 1.000705

|205.823220; j

-0.0803 1313.858120 j f

Ï144.987730 i l

To.
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546879 !

\ 0.000333

I 0.453493 j

The second investor holds almost all of his wealth in risky assets. Total

demand is the weighted sum of individual demands, the weights being the ratios

of personal wealth to total wealth.

wj w*
W 50 + Wu(a2) 5~

"\0.115982 i ! 0.546879 !

= 0.3 | 0.000071 ! +0.7 1 0.000333»
I I I
j 0.096177 ! I 0.453493 !

I 0.4176101

0.000254

i_0.346298 j

Since total demand is equal to total supply (1/W )V obtained in section a,

asset prices are in equilibrium.

d) The investors' end-of-period composition of beginning-of-period wealth is

given by their optimal portfolios. The following table summarizes all

transactions.

Assets

Xl
X2
X3
R

sum

Investor :

vVwJ or
VX
0.5

0.0005

0.3

0.1995

1.0

L

wu(a1)

0.115982

0.000071

0.096177

0.787770

1.0

purchase (+)

sale (-)

-0.384018

-0.000429

-0.203823

+0.588270

0.0

Investor «

2 2
V /W or

2 2
V /W

R 0

0.382293

0.000149

0.366136

0.251422

1.0

2

wu(a2)

0.546879

0.000333

0.453493

-0.000705

1.0

purchase (+)

sale (-)

+0.164586

+0.000184

+0.087357

-0.252127

0.0
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The first investor holds more than 80% of his beginning-of-period wealth in

risky assets. In the present period, he selects a composition of wealth

according to w (a ), i.e., he sells a fraction of his risky assets and lends

the proceeds from selling the risky assets on the capital market. Finally, he

lends 79% of his beginning-of-period wealth on the capital market. Contrary,

the second investor wishes to buy more risky assets than he carried over from

the past period. He gives up his lending position on the capital market and

uses the money balances to buy more risky assets. Finally, he is a borrower on

the capital market.

e) In order to plot the optimal portfolios and the market portfolio of all

four assets (w ), compute their expected rates of return
m

T
w (a ) =

T
w (a,)1 =UT 2
w =
m

[o. 115982

fo. 546879

[o. 417605

0.000071

0.000333

0.000254

0.09617?]

0.453493]

"0.174

0.054

0.114 .

0.031149 _

0.146873 J
-t W**
J - yv *

0.346295l JO.112155 1 = w X
*- -* m

Zû i) = [l-wu(a1)
Te]R + ŵ â x - 0.787770 (0.0803) + 0.031149 = 0.094407

Zu(<x2) = [l-wu(a2)
Te]R + wu(a2)

Tx = -0.000705 (0.0803) -t- 0.146873 = 0.146816

ZTO = [l-w|e]R + w$* = 0.235846 (0.0803) + 0.112155 = 0.131093
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SOLUTIONS

8. Capital Asset Pricing Model

a) In exercise 7, the market portfolio of all assets was found to be Z , the
m

weights of which are

WT = [0.417605 0.000254 0.346295]
m

The market portfolio of all assets does not necessarily lie on the opportunity

set (see the graph in exercise 7e). In the capital asset pricing model, the

relevant market portfolio is the one which lies on the opportunity set such

that the set of efficient portfolios is tangent to the opportunity set at this

point. This is the market portfolio of all risky assets Z , the weights of
M

which were found to be

ŵ  = [0.546494 0.000332 0.453174].
H

The security market line is given by

E(Z) = R + (Z -R)ß(Z)
M

COV(Z,Z )

ß(Z) := -—-—var<zM)

E(Z) denotes the expectation of the rate of return of any portfolio Z,

irrespective of whether or not it is efficient. (In order to distinguish

between the expected rate of return in equilibrium, which is derived from the

CAPM, and the empirically observed expected rate of return, E(Z) is used

instead of Z. However, note that we used Z as short-hand for E(Z) and the

empirically observed mean value in both the preceding exercises and the text.)

Given the facts of exercise 7, the market portfolio of all risky assets was
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identified as the portfolio Z calculated in exercise 1. Hence, the expected
6

rate of return and the variance of the market portfolio can be found in

exercise 1. They are

Z = Z = 0.146800
M 6

var(ZM) = var(Z ) = 0.004180H 6

R = 0.0803 (risk-free rate from exercise 7).

The beta of a portfolio is defined to be the ratio of the covariance between

the portfolio in question and the market portfolio to the variance of the

market portfolio. It is the relevant risk measure of a single portfolio in

equilibrium. Consider first portfolio Z which lies on the opportunity set

obtained in exercise 1. The covariance between portfolio Z and the market

portfolio can be written

T
cov(Z?,ZM) = cov(Z?,Z6) = w?Zw6.

The vector (Zw ) can be found in Table 2 of exercise 1.
6

} 0.005890]
-0.001654 j = Zw6

_ 0.002118J
ŵ  = [0.698182 -0.301808 0.603707J [ 0.005890] = cov(Z?,ZM)

Then, the beta of portfolio Z becomes

„,„ ^ 0.005890 , ..-.-,
ß(V • 0.004180 = 1'409091

and the expected rate of return of portfolio Z reads

E(Z ) = 0.0803 + (0.146800-0.0803) 1.409091 = 0.174005
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Since we considered an equilibrium situation in exercise 7, the equilibrium

expected rate of return of portfolio Z derived from the CAPM is equal to

the subjective expected rate of return of portfolio Z , i.e.,

E(Z ) = "T. (see exercise 1 for Z ).

Therefore, the beginning-of-period price of portfolio Z , the assets of

which you may find in a daily list of the stock exchange, will not change if

you want to buy it because everybody recognizes that portfolio Z lies

exactly on the security market line. Next, consider asset x which has the

same expected rate of return as portfolio Z but has a greater variance. It

does not lie on the opportunity set (see exercise 1). Compute the covariance

between asset x and the market portfolio of all risky assets:

1 . . . . . • • • •
cov(x1,Z„) = cov(x.,Z ) = w(x ) Zw

1 M A D l O

w(x1)
T := [1.0 0.0 0.0]

0.005890
-0.001654 Zw6
0.002118̂

w(x1)
T = [1.0 0.0 0.0] [~ 0.005890*] = cov(xlfZM)

The covariance is the same as the one between portfolio Z and the market

portfolio. Thus, the beta of asset x is the same as that of portfolio Z .

It turns out that portfolios which have the same expected rate of return

exhibit the same risk, irrespective of whether or not the portfolios lie on

the opportunity set.

b) When there is no capital market, the risk-free asset does not exist. The

security market line in the case of risky assets only is given by

E(Z) = Z + [Z -Z ]ß(Z),
ß e B

cov(Z,Z )
ß(z> '-=l^zf-
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where Z is any portfolio, Z is any efficient portfolio, and Z is the
e ß

minimum-variance zero-beta portfolio which is uncorrelated with the efficient

portfolio Z . Select portfolio Z of exercise 1 as the efficient portfolio

that serves as the reference portfolio. The minimum-variance portfolio which

is uncorrelated with portfolio Z was computed in exercise 4. It is

portfolio Z of exercise 1. Hence, portfolio Z has zero beta with regard

to efficient portfolio Z .

Note the following interesting fact. In exercise 6, the market portfolio of

all risky assets turned out to be portfolio Z we select here as the

reference portfolio. The risk-free rate was 7.29%. The minimum-variance

zero-beta portfolio Z , which is uncorrelated with that market portfolio,

has an expected rate of return which is equal to the risk-free rate (see the

graph in exercise 6). This is the reason that the minimum-variance zero-beta

portfolio takes over the position of the risk-free rate of return in the

security market line.

The expected rates of return of the efficient portfolio Z = Z and the
e 5

zero-beta portfolio Z„ = Z„ as well as the variance of the efficient
B 2

portfolio can be found in exercise 1.

2. = Z„ = 0.072917
ß 2

Z = Z = 0.136741
e 5

var(Z ) = var(Z ) = 0.003065
e 5

Consider first portfolio Z as in section a. The covariance between

portfolio Z and the efficient portfolio Z can be written
7 e

T
cov(Z7,Zß) = cov(Z7,Z5> = w?Ew5.

Again, the vector (Ew ) can be found in Table 2 of exercise 1.
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î 0.004853]
i-0.000908l = 1*5
L 0.001973j

wj = [0.698182 -0.301808 0.603707] [ 0.004853] = cov(Z?,Ze)

The beta of portfolio Zj relative to the efficient portfolio 25 becomes

ß<v • • oSSf•-1-583361 •
and the security market line reads

E(Z ) = 0.072917 + (0.136741-0.072917) 1.583361 = 0.173973.

Disregarding rounding errors, E(Z ) = Z . The price of portfolio Z is

in equilibrium. Next, consider asset x . Its covariance with the efficient

portfolio becomes

T
cov(x_,Z ) = cov(x ,Z ) = w(x ) Iw_

l e l - i 1 5

" 0.004853j
-0.000908 = Zw5
0.001973J

w(xx)T = . .11.0 0.0 0.0] [ 0.004853] = covCx-pZg)

Again, it turns out that the covariance between asset x and the efficient

portfolio is equal to the one between portfolio Z and the efficient

portfolio. Therefore, asset x has the same risk measure as portfolio Z .

Both portfolios represent the same point on the security market line.
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c) Yes. Given a riskless asset, two-fund separation obtains, and if you can

observe any one of the following:

(i) the expected rate of return of the investor's portfolio,

(ii) the ß of the investor's portfolio, or

(iii) the percent of the investor's portfolio held in the market

portfolio of all risky assets,

then you can tell how risk averse he is. These three measures are equivalent.

To see the first statement, note that the optimal portfolio of any investor is

given by
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w = ~ I (x-Re) =: - <o.
u a a 0

Therefore, the more risk averse an investor is (i.e., the greater the

coefficient of risk aversion a), the smaller the vector of weights. Since

the vector of weights w , which is the same for all investors in

equilibrium (i.e., they perceive the same set of efficient portfolios), is

multiplied by (I/a), each element of the vector w will be smaller, the

more risk averse an investor is. The variance of the optimal portfolio is

given by

T
var(Z ) = w Zw

u u u

Therefore, the more risk averse, the smaller the variance of the optimal

portfolio selected. Since the set of efficient portfolios is an upward sloping

straight line (see the graphs in exercise 6 and 7), this implies a smaller

expected rate of return for the portfolio which has a smaller variance. We

conclude, therefore, the more risk averse an investor is. the smaller will the

expected rate of return of his portfolio be.

To see the second statement, note that the smaller the expected rate of return

of a portfolio, the smaller will the ß of this portfolio be by the linear

relation of the security market line (see the graph of section b and the

equation for the security market line). Hence, by the first statement, the

more risk averse an investor is. the smaller will the ß of his portfolio be.

We have seen that ß is indeed the relevant risk measure of any portfolio.

Finally, the last statement can be shown when noting that the optimal

portfolio of any investor is a linear combination of the risk-free asset and

the market portfolio of all risky assets (two-fund separation). The optimal

portfolio of any investor 1 reads

Zu = I1'"*63* + Ve •

where w is the vector of weights defined above, R is the risk-free rate,

and x is the vector of the risky assets (x ,x ,x ). Define Ç as the
X £• «J

sume of weights
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T l T -l -
Ç := w e = ~ [e £ (x-Re)] ,u a

then the optimal portfolio Z can be written

T
w

Zu = (l-Ç)R + Ç (̂ x .

The vector wJ/C turns out to be the market portfolio of all risky assets

WM = F w„ = ~T—ï E~ <x-Re> •M E U T_—l,— -
* & l (x-Re)

Therefore, the optimal portfolio of any investor can be written as a linear

combination of the risk-free asset and the market portfolio of all risky

assets:

Zu = (l-C)R + CwMx = (l-C)R -I- CZM, ZM := WMX .

By definition, the more risk averse an investor is (i.e.. the greater his

coefficient of risk aversion a), the smaller will £ be. i.e.. the fraction

of wealth which is invested in the market portfolio of all risky assets.

Finally, note the analogy between the CAPM for the optimal portfolio of any

investor (Z )

Z = R + [Z -R]ß(Z ) = [l-ß(Z )]R + ß(Z )ZMu H U u u n

and the expected rate of return of the optimal portfolio obtained above

2 * (l-C)R + CZ„.u ri

Hence. E = ß(Z ). i.e.. the percentage of the market portfolio of all risky
—^-'

assets held in the investor's total portfolio is equal to the ß of his optimal

portfolio.

This result does not change in a world without a risk-free asset because the

zero-beta portfolio may be substituted for the risk-free asset without changing

any result.


